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ABSTRACT

In this paper we consider two-stage estimators of perameters of a
structural equation in e model with recursive exclusion restric-
tions on the instrumental variables equations. The estimators
considered are simple OLS and GLS estimators after substitution of
estimntes of the systematic part of the IV equations for the
endogenous variables. It is known in the literature that neither
imposing the restrictions in the first stage nor ignoring them
will in general be more efficient than the alternative. We intro-
duce a class of mixed ínstrumental variebles estimators (MIV) with
these possibilities as special cases which yields an estimator
which is not only more efficient than the two stage estimators
considered in the literature but as efficient as an efficient
system estimator like 3SLS.

1. INTRODUCTION

A very common phenomenon in econometrics is the necessity to
estimate far more parameters than the model user is ultimately
interested in. The reasons for attaching a particular importance
to a small subset of the parameters, the so-called parameters of
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38 NIJMAN AND S1'EEL

interest, may be multiple. 1'heir meaning may derive from economic
theory and inference on them may constitute evidence in favour of
or ugainst certain theories. An alternative source of interest
might be their relative stability in changing environments, lea-
ding to models which can be used for policy simulations.

Two examples in which the problem of the dimensionality of
che vector ot' nuisance parameters is often particularly important
are i~icomplete simultaneous equations models and models contairiing
unobserved ralional expectations. As explained in detail in
Richard (1979) and Richard (1984) formulating statistical as-
sumptions in terms of the observable endogenous variables instead
of adding random error terms to an already existing set of deter-
ministic equations will often lead to incomplete simultaneous
equalion models. As such an incomplete system allows an infinity
of solutions, auxiliary equations have to be added, which usually
express the endogenous variables as linear functions of a set of
instc-umental variables and introduce a number of nuisance parame-
ters in the model. In case of a model containing unobserved
rational expectations, the model has to be completed by equations
that describe how these expectations are generated. The parameters
in these equations will also typically be nuisance parameters
only.

In tliis paper we assume that the parameters of interest are

the coefficients oF a structural equation in a simultaneous equa-

tion model. We restrict ourselves to a case of limited
inl'urmution, i.e. the model is completed with reduced form equa-
tic~ns, but we ~,ssume that blocks of zero restrictions on the

recluced forw coet'ficients hold. These zero restrictions cun origi-

nute e.g. from economic theory, from assumptions of strong

uxogc:neity in the sense of EJigle et.al. (1983), etc. Efficient

p~~r~wetur estimates can of course be obtained using u three stage

lc~~rst squ~u~es prucedure, but this opproach is cumpututionully not
~~ery attractive it' the number of nuisance parameters is lerge. In
upplicatiuns onc will Cypically use a two stage least syuares
prucedure either imposíng the zero restrictions on the reduced
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form or not. It is well known in the litcrature (sce e.g.
I'urkinqton (1~85)) thnt imposing the restrictions in the first
stnge does nr7t necessarily yield an efficiency gain ov~r standnrd

(unrrstricted) t.wo stage least squares. In this pnper we restrict

ourselves t,o models where the restrictions can be arranged in n
recursiv~ pattern and show for that case how to construct simple

two stnge estimators which are more efficient thnn 2SLS. Moreover
we derive a two stage estimator which is as efficient ns 3SLS.

The plan of this paper is as follows. In section two we
int.roduce the model and decribe the class of mixed IV estimators

to be considered. The optimal mixed IV estimator and its n-

symptotic efficiency are derived in section three. In section four
we extend the results to a more general model. Finnlly, section
five contnins some concluding remarks.

2. THE MODF,L AND THE ESTIMATORS CONSIDERED

Consider the following model:

y~- y~1 . Z~2 . W p3 ~ e

Y - Z R1 ~ U

(1)

(2)

where y is a T dimensional vector, while Y, Z, W and Z ere matri-

ces of dimension T x k, T x hl, T x h2, T x n respectively, and

assume thet

v( e: U)- L a IT. ï- f v~ Loi ,. (3)

where i i s P.D.S. The variables in Z, Z and W are assumed to be
weakly exogenous for the parameters in (1) and (2). The matrix Z
is essumed to be a sub-matrix of Z, which defines W as the set of
variebles that do not appear in the instrumental variebles equa-
tion (2).
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The model outlined above is sufficiently general to il-
lustrate the argument and to be of relevance in applications but
not too general to cloud the essentials by tedious mathematical
details. The model is a straightforward extension of the case
where k- 1, which has been extensively discussed in the literatu-
re on the estimation of models with unobserved rational
expectations ( see e.g. Pagan ( 1984), Turkington (1985) and Pesacan

(1987)).

The model in (1) to (3) can be written in shorL as

y - X p ~ e

X - Z.R. ' U.

where

X - ( Y : Z : W ),

Z. - ( Z : W ).

U~ - ( U : 0 : 0 ),

P' - ( Ai . A2 . P3 ) .

f(~ - ( ~1 ~ ~ l , with fT2 - 0
l 2 J

(4)

(5)

and where S is a selection matrix. 1'hroughout we assume that plim

'I'-1"L,"L~ is finite and non-singular.
As already noted in the introduction, the parameter vecLOr p

in (1) is assumed to consist of the parameLers of interest of our

an~llysis as Lhis is the part of the system that originated from

ecouumic thuory cunveying relevarice and interpretability tu its

paraimeters. All other parameters will be trcated as nuisatice

parameters. As has often been stressed in the litera wre there is
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no necd to estimate all parameters of such a system jointly. This
has prompted the wide-spread use of two-stage est.im~t.ors, the
genernl theory of which is discussed in Pagan (1986). The two-st~p
est,imators of ~3 in (1) which have been proposed in thr liternture
can bc written as

~OI.S -(R~ Zw Zr. R~)-1 R~ T~ Y (6)

where ff. is a consistent estimator of R~. It can easily be chr,cked

that j301S is consi~tent. All estimators R~ that wil] be conside-

red in this paper are of the form

rr~- ( rt ó 0 1. (7)

If R is chosen to be the unrestricted OLS estimator R of R,

R - (Z~Z~)-17.~Y (8)

the estimator POLS coincides with 2SLS. The knowledge that R2 - 0

is not imposed in (8). Because every endogenous variable is

explained by the same set of instruments this procedure will be

denoted by "common blocks of instrumental variables" or CIV follo-

wing Richard (1987). In the literature on rational expectations

the CIV or 2SLS estimator is usually referred to as the "errors in

variables method", following Wickens (1982).

A choice of R in ( 7) which imposes the zero restrictions in

the IV equetions is

- I `Z,Z)-lZ,Y I,rr o (9)

This procedure will be labelled "individual blocks of instrumental

variables" (I1V) because no longer the same set of instruments is

used for all regressors. This procedure is known as the the

substitution approach in the literature on rational expectations.
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It has been established in the literature ( see e.g. Pagan
(1984) and Turkington (1985)) that neither CIV nor IIV will in
general be more efficient than the other. A natural question
therefore is whether we can find a way in between the two extremes
considered here which will dominate both in terms of ttie asympto-
tic covariance matrix. In this paper we propose to use the OLS

estimator defined in ( 6) with

R - R I' ~ R (I - I") (10)

where C is s kxk weighting matrix. This approach will be denoted

by mixed instrumental variables (MIV) estimation. Note that it

reduces to CIV for C- 0 and to IIV for I' - I. We will show that

the MIV estimator with a suitable chosen weighting matrix C' is at

least as efficient as both CIV and IIV. In Nijman (1985) a related
estimator was proposed for the case where k- 1.

Besides the OLS estimator in (6) we will consider in this

paper the GLS estimator

~GLS - ( R:L:4-1Z.R.)-1 ~-Z:Q-ly

where R~ is again generated by (7) and (10), 4 is the TxT cova-

riance matrix of the structural disturbance term after
substituting for the endogenous variables and the hat ( ) deno-
tes that unknown parameters are replaced by consistent estimates.
Cun~~enient expressions for 4 end its inverse will be given in the
next section. A similar GLS estimator has recently been proposed
by Pesaran (lc)8~, p. 168) for the case where k- 1. tloff'man (1987)
prupused a GLS estimator in a non-recursive model similar to the
murlel to be discussed in section 4. Both authors cunsiderc~cl IIV
prucc:dures unly. 7'he GLS estimator which is proposed in this paper
is also relatc:d tu the modified nonlinear 2SLS procedure proposed
in Amemiya (ly7~i), who does not consider exclusion restrictions on

the IV eyuutions but the case where nonlinearity of the structural

equation prevents efficiency of the usual 2SLS estimator.
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In sectinn j we show l.hat the Lwo-stage GI,4 procrdurc in
(11) yiolds an efficient eStimator. Note thnt sr~.~ra] authnrs
(sce Wickens (1c1R2), Turkington (19R5)) havc su};,Gcslr,rl that thi,
would re~~Tuire systr'm methods. Efficient estimatrs ~f A cnn, ~f
course, nlsn h~ r7btained using such a full systrm mcthod Iikc
3SI.S1). Howr,ver, 3SL,S will require matrix inversions of a dimen-
sion c~ual to the tota] amount of free parameters in A and fT~. Thc
dimension of Lhe matrices to be inverted in two-sta~r arprnnchrs
will usually bc far smaller.

3. ~'11E CIIOTCF OF T11E WF.ICHTING MATRIX

In this section we will derive the weighting matrix ï which
minimizes the asympt.ot.ic variance covariance mntrix (in the PDS
sense) of the OLS and GLS estimators introduced in the previous
section.

with

The first estimator to be considered is the OLS estimator of

Y ' 7~R~ ~ ` w.

w - e f uHl i Z.(ff-fT)fJl ' z.(R-ff)rAl.

(12)

(13)

Now assume for simplicity that e and U are independent of 7,. The

variance covariance matrix of w conditional on 7,~ can be shown

( see appr'nd i x) to equal

E~~~~~.~ - Q - e00 1' bl MZ ' b2 (PZ - PZ). (14)~ r.

1) This might be considered a misnomer as we analyse a"completed" mode
instcad of a truly structural one. However, we retain this denominatic
('or lack of a clear alternative.
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with

bl

and

b2

- ( 1 : ~1 ) I ( P J - aoo1

'( 1: pil"' ) F I I.~ J - Q00,
l I

where we defined PQ - Q(Q'Q)-1Q' and MQ - I- PQ for any matrix Q
of f'ull column rank. Using equation ( 14) the large sample variance
of JTAOLS can be expressed as

Avar(~OLS) - A-1 ( o~A . b2 (A-B) } A-1 . (17)

where A- plim T-1R;'L;Z~R~ and B- plim T-1R;Z;PZ Z~fT~. Note that

as A-B ís positive semi-definite the sign of the coefficient b2 in
case of IIV determines the relative efficiency of CIV and IIV,
i.e. oF ignoring the restrictions versus incorporating them ex-
actly in the first stage. If e.g. k- 1 and S1 and a01 have
similar signs CIV will be more efficient than IIV wtiich implies
that we lose efficiency by taking the true exclusion restrictions
into account in the first stage in this manner (see "furkington
(1985)). From (16) and (17) it is evident that the weights of the
optimal M1V estimator should satisfy

-1
r~l - - E11 010' (18)

in which case the large sample variance is given by (1~) with bz
re{~l~iced by b~~pt defined as

opt -1
b2 - - 001 111 610' (19)

As [' contains kxk free elements and (18) only det'ines k equations
we have (unless k- 1) a continuum of solutions for Lhe weighting
matrix [' that will yield an efficient MIV estimator. The restric-
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tions r~n R are imposed on R if ï- i. Note that. thn nptimnl

wcights ~icpcnri on unknown pnrameters and thcrr'fr,rr' hnvc tn hn

rr'plarr'd hy ~rr'l iminnry consist.r'nt estimators in npt,l icat ir,ns. Tn

thr appr`ndix we show that this does not affr'rt. thc lar~n samt,le

vm-ian~r r,f thn resulting cstimatrlr.

I,r't, us now consider the GLS estimator defined in (I1). The
struclure of S? in (ltl) gives rise to a simple exprr`ssion for its
invr~rsr' using t.he propcrt.ies of projection matrices,

~ 1 - (oG~'bl)-1M~i ~ (6GG'b2)-1 {P7-' b2QG~ FT) . (20)

which avoids the need to invert a TxT matrix numcrically. Using
this result the large sample variance of JT PGLS can be shown to
be

Avar(AGLS) -( Qpp.b2) { A } bZ op~ B}-1 , (21)

where A and B are defined below (17). The most efficient estimator
is egain obtained if b2 is minimal, that is, if i satisfies equs-
tion (18). Finally, note that the assumption of independence
between e and U on the one hand end Z~ on the other is only requi-
red to interpret Q as the variance covariance matrix of w
conditional on Z,,. The results in (17) and (21) remain valid if

this assumption is not met as long as Z, W and Z are weakly exoge-
nous for the parameters in (1) and (2) as is assumed throughout.

Let us now consider whether the proposed two-stage estima-
tors will be as efticient as en efficient full system estimator
such as 3SLS. In the appendix the large sample variance of JT

~jSLS is shown to be

Avar(A3SLS) -( o~ A- ool (L11)-1 Qlo B)-1 (z2)

where superscripts refer to the corresponding blocks in the inver-
se. If the optimal weighting matrix [' which satisfies (18) is used
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the variance covariance matrix of JTpGLS is given in (21) with b2
replaced by b2pt in (19). It can be verified that this expression
coincides with ( 22) so that in case of optimal weighting ~GLS is
as efficient as S3SLS' The estimator AOLS will be less efficient

unless E11o10 - 0~

4. EXTENSION 7'0 MORE GENERAL RECURSIVE RESTRICTIONS ON 1'RE IV

EQUATIONS

The results obtained in the previous sections can be exten-

ded to more general models with block-recursive restrictions. The

only extension we consider in this paper is to the case where some

instrumenis are excluded from a subset of the IV equations:

(23)

X - "L~rr~ ~ U„ 12~1)

where we now distinguish between the first kl variables in Y, say

Y1, and the other k-kl (-k2) variables, sey Y2, so that

X -( Y1: Y2 : Z: W).

Í. - l "!.1 : "1.2 : W ) .

U. -( U1: U2 : 0: U),

13~ - ( ;~11: l~12: AZ : PS).

~11 U12 S1 0
fl~ - f1`,1 fi`,2 S2 0 , with f12~ - 0, f( jl - 0

II i 1 fT 32 0 I

un~J II. , -U.
3~

ai~~i
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with

L
a00 001 Q02
010 E11 f12
a20 L21 L22

47

The above model coincides with the one in (5) nnd (6) if the
fnct that R22 - 0 is ignored. Analogously to (~), d~finr fT to he
some consistent estimator of the matrix R used in constructing the
matrix R~ nnd reconsider the AOLS in (10) which is consistent for
the parnmeter p in (2j) under the assumptions made. Mnny choicrs
of R can be thought of, e.g. R in (a) where no restrictions are
imposed nt nll, R in (9) which implies that only those restric-
tions common to all IV equations are imposed, or

Ro - I (Z~Z)-1Z~Y1 0
O 0 i (25)

which imposes all restrictions in the system, including the exclu-
sion of certain instruments for the equations describing Y2. We
consider MIV estimators for which

fT - rTo e, li (n-e) . R (I-n). (2E)

Again, the weighting matrices e and n will be of dimension kxk,
where n performs the same role as I' in Section j and mixes the
unrestricted R with the other two estimators where restrictions
are imposed on both sets of IV equations. Since the first kl
columns of Ro and R coincide, only the last k2 rows of e, denoted
by e2 , will enter the analysis.

The OLS estimetor in (10) is the OLS estimator of g in

(ZiZl)-iZ1Y2

Y- ~~ R~ f3 ' w (27)
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w - e . r~. ug . (E' -h ) u~g . (h -r ) uLe g (zg)~„ I z~ 7 1 7 71 2. t'

s~i Lh;iL ( 1~! ) can b~ Renera] ized to

F.[ ww' I"I, ]- Q- d00I ~

with

~ c2(P7 -PZ) ~ c3(PL-PZ )
' 1

cl -( I gl) ~ l P J d00 '1

c2 - ( I Pin') f
c3 - ( 1 gie2 ) F

where

I o00 002 I.
l Q20 E22 J

1 1
nyl J

f
- ~00'

1
Q00'

The optimal values of e and n should satisfyl)

-1
e2.~1 - - E22 Q20

(29)

(30)

1) It cen be checked thet both Zellner's (1962) and Richerd's (1984)
restricted maxieus likelihood esti~etor of R coincide with en MIV
estimetor. However, their i~plicit choice of the weighting ~atrices does
not satisfy the optí~ality criterion in (30) end (31) end, therefore, the
use of such en efficient estí~etor of the peresetera in the IV equations
in order to obteín the OLS estimetor in (6) leeds to en efficiency loss
for the psremeters of interest.
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and

- ( ~21 E22

,-1 r á200
l. (31)

in which case we obtain (29) with c2 and c3 replaced by

c2pt - - (a01 002) ( E21 E22

,-1 ~ á2p0 ~
- (a00)-1 - Q~

(32)

and

~3pt - - 602 ~2z ~20 - (aoo)-1 - ~~ (33)

respectively, where a~ is the upper-left element of the inverse

of the "shrunken" matrix E.
In genecal, the OLS estimator will not be as efficient as a

system estimator like 3SLS. However, one can use the above results

for the GLS estimator defined in (11). The properties of projec-

tion matríces can be used to show that if (30) end (31) hold the

inverse of Q is given by

Q 1 - (Q~'cl)-1MZ ~ 600 PZ ~ (~00-a00) PZ ~ (a0O-a00) PZ .
~ ~ 1

131a )

so that the large sample variance of the optimal GLS estimator

will be

Avar(PGLS) - { Qoo A ~ (Qoo-~~o) a ~ (~oo-aoo) c }-1. (35)

where A and E1 were defined in section 3 and

C- plim T-1R~'Z~'PZ Z~R~. l3~)
1
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Finally, the theory of partitioned matrices can be used to show
thnt t.he lnrge snmple varience of an efficient estímator of ~ such
,c. 3SLS coincides with ( 35) (see appendix). As in the previous
section, a correctly weighted MIV estimator will be fully effi-
cient.

CONCL,UDING REMARKS

In this paper we considered two-stage estimators of parame-
ters of a structural equation in a model with recursive exclusion
restrictions on the instrumental variables equations. Neither
imposing these restrictions in the ficst stage regression (IIV)
nor ignoring them (CIV) will in general be more efficient than the
elternative even if e.g. the efficient SUR estimator of the redu-
ced form coefficients is used. We introduced a class of mixed
instrumental variables estimators ( MIV) with IIV and CIV as spe-
cial cases which yields a two-stage estimator which is more
efficient than IIV and CIV and as efficient as an efficient system
estimator such as 3SLS. The, estimator of the reduced form coeffi-
cients to be substituted in the structural equation is a weighted
avecage of the standard restricted and unrestricted estimetors.
The resultíng estimator of the structural paremeters is computio-
nally much more attractive than other efficient estimators such as
3SLS. The results can be extended to more general patterns of
recursive restrictions.

APPENDIX: DETAILS ON THE TECHNICALITIES

In this appendix we will derive the result in (14), we show
that the substitution of consistent estimates for unknown coeffi-
cients in the weighting matrices in equetions like (18), (30) and
(31) does not affect the large sample variance of the two-stage
estimators and, finally, we show how the expression for the a-
symptotic variance covariance matrix of the 3SLS estimator can be
obtained.
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In order to prove the result in (14) we first rewrite w in
(13) as

w - e ~ (I-PZ ) UP1 ~ (PZ -PZ) Uf~l. (A1). .

Using the well-known fact that for matrices and vectors of ap-

propriate dimensions it holds true that vec(NRn) -(n' 0 N) vec R

one can establish that if

V( R1 : R2 - G A IT (A2))

where R1 and R2 are Txrl and Txr2 metrices of random variables it
will also be true that

E vec(N1Rln1) vec'(N2R2n2) - niG12n2 N1N2 lA3)

if N1 and N2 are TxT matrices and nl and n2 are rlxl and rzxl

vectors respectively, end G12 is the upper-right block of the

matrix G defined in (A2). The evaluation of 52 - E[ww'~Z] involves

a large number of expressions of the type (A3), yielding

S2 - 600 IT . bl MZ . b2 (PZ -PZ)
w .

with bI and b2 defined in the main text.

( A~t )

As far as the estimation of the weighting matrices is con-
cerned, reconsider e.g. equations (15) and (16). If the weighting

matrix r is estimated (15) and (16) have to be replaced by

Y - Z.R. P ~ w (18')

with

w- e t Upl ~ Z~(ff-fI)F31 ~ Z~(rr-R)UPl. (19' )
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Not~, howevcr, that.

(1~.~T) R;'l,;w -(1~JT) IT;7.;w t fT; T-17,;T.~~~r(n-rr) (t--[')~lI (Aj)

and t.hat t.hr~ ,econd t~rm in the right hand sidc of (A5) ~'onvcrges

to rero, in probability so that the ]arge sample variance of ~OLS
is not affected by the estimation of C'. Similnr argtrments hold

truc~ for the case in section 4 and for GLS estimators.

Finally, we consider the expressions for the large sample
variance covariance matrix of the 3SLS estimator. First of all
write the model in (23)-(24) in vec form as

w ~
y - H b ~ u

with

Y - vec ( y: Y1 : Y2 ) - vec Y1' y I'vec Y2

(AG)

(A7)

(Y1:Y2:Z:W) 0 0
H- 0 (Ik B Z) 0 , (A8)

0 1 0 (Ik B Z1)
2

b' - ( Pi : p2 : g3 : vec'R1 : vec'R12 ) . (A9)

and

u' - ( e' . vec'U1 . vec'U2 )'. (A10)

.
In section 4 we have already assumed that V(u )- L B IT. It is
well known ( see e.g. Schmidt (1976), p.207) that the asymptotic
variance covariance matrix of the 3SLS estimator JTb3SLSof b can
be expressed as

Avar (b3SLS) - p1imT { H' ( L-1 B PZ ) H}-1 (All)
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with P7 defined in the main text. From (All) we then deduce the
w

asymptotic covariance matrix of the first k~hl~h2 elements of

P3SLS using the theory of partioned matrices and projection matri-
ces.

Rewrite ( All) in the notation of (4) and ( 5), denoting
blocks of E-1 by superscripts, to obtain Avar (b3SLS) -

a~R~Z;Z~R~ a01 O R~Z;Z
plim T o10 0 Z'Z„R~ ï ll 0 Z'Z

020 A ZiZ~R~ E21 a ZiZ

002 Q R.ZwZl 1

E12 0 Z'Z1 .
ï22 A Zi21

(A12)

The upper-left block of this inverse.corresponds to P and can be
written as

Avar(P3SLS) -{ o~A - QO1(L11)-1Q10B - c~ C}-1 (A13)

where

(002-o01(E11)-1E12) (E22-E21(E11)-1E12)-1 (020-
c~ -

E21(E11)-1010).

and A, R atid C are defined in the text. Using che fact that the

inverse of the "shrunken" E matrix, E, can be written as

00 O1 11 -1 10 02 O1 11 -1 12
6 -6 (i. ) 6 6 -Q (E ) L

L-1 - o20-L21(L11)-1010 L22-L21(L11)-1L12 (A14)

and re~a 1 i r i nl; that

a-1 - à00 - ~02 (~22)-1 620
00 (n15)

we ot,tain that Avar (P3SLS) coincides with Avar (PCLS) 11~ (3r~)~
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l').,:rrly thc~ e~fl-icic~ncy of GI.S in the modcl in eciunt-ions (1)-(j)

rs :r sl~~~rinL ~-n~;~~ of this rc~sult.
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